0012.3 00
LOADING THE TDRT

WARNING
LOADING/UNLOADING OPERATION

All persons not involved in the loading or unloading operation must stand clear the
full length of prime mover and Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer. A crush hazard exists.
Failure to comply may result in injury or death to personnel.
Due to the dimensions and center of gravity of some loads, Caution must be used
when loading or unloading equipment to prevent shifting loads. Always use proper
rigging as specified in FM 5-125 “Rigging Techniques, Procedures, and Applications”.
Shifting loads can create a crush hazard that could cause injury or death to personnel
and/or damage to equipment.
Visibility from the prime mover is significantly reduced when backing, whether the Tilt
Deck Recovery Trailer is loaded or not. If backing the TDRT is required, it should be
done by two people, the first person in the prime mover cab and the second acting as
a ground guide. The person in the prime mover cab must keep the ground guide in
sight at all times. All other personnel should stand completely clear of the area. A
crush hazard exists. Failure to comply may result in serious injury or death to
personnel.
Use extremely low speeds (5mph or less) when loading or unloading vehicles. Higher
speeds will exaggerate motions and create hazardous conditions, which could result in
personal injury or death or damage to equipment.
The TDRT axles are locked into place with an air operated locating pin. The pin is
locked in the travel position and released to slide axles forward for loading. There is
also a pin locating hole in the forward axle position. This position would only be
utilized in an exceptional situation where a very tight turn needs to be negotiated. The
pin could be locked forward for the purpose of negotiating the turn, but must
immediately be returned to the rearward transport position. The pin must ALWAYS be
locked before transporting a load on the TDRT. Failure to comply could cause the axles
to move unexpectedly during transport resulting in unstable loads, damage to the
axles, and possible loss of control of the prime mover resulting in serious injury or
death to personnel.
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LOADING THE TDRT-CONTINUED

WARNING
HEAVY COMPONENTS

The Landing Legs for the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer are each retracted manually. They
weigh 121lbs (54.88Kg) each. They are spring assisted, but caution should be used
when lifting and/or setting these components into position. Some personnel may
have difficulty because of the heavy components. An assistant should be used if
necessary. Failure to comply may result in injury or death to personnel.
The tail sections of the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer weigh 175lbs each (79.38Kg). Two
people should be used to unfold the ramp sections. Caution should be exercised when
handling these components. Failure to comply may result in injury or to personnel.
Winching components that are used in loading the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer can
weigh up to 105lbs (47.63Kg). Use an assistant when removing and handling heavy
items to prevent injury or death to personnel.

WARNING
WINCHES

The prime mover winch may be utilized when loading the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer.
All personnel must stand clear at minimum the length of the cable during winching
operations. A snapped cable or shifting load could strike personnel and cause injury or
death.
Ensure cable has a minimum of 5 wraps of cable on the drum before operating reel.
Failure to comply may result in injury or death to personnel.
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LOADING THE TDRT-CONTINUED

WARNING

WIRE ROPES
Wire rope can become frayed or contain broken wires. Wear heavy leather-palmed
work gloves when handling wire rope. Frayed or broken wire can injure hands. Never
let a wire rope slide through hands, even when wearing gloves. A broken wire could
cut through glove and cut hand.
Refer to FM 5-125 for inspection of wire rope. A damaged wire rope, under load, could
fail suddenly and strike personnel, and could cause the vehicle being recovered to
shift suddenly creating a crush hazard. Failure to comply can result in injury or death
to personnel.

CAUTION
The center surface of the TDRT deck is prepared for walking up when in the tilted
position. Cautions should be exercised when walking up any other area of the TDRT
deck when in the tilted position. Failure to comply may result in slipping and may
cause injury to personnel.

SCOPE
Personnel will be trained (ASI H8) in recovery concepts before performing recovery operations. FM 430.31 Recovery and Battle Damage Assessment and Repair and FM 5-125 Rigging Techniques,
Procedures, and Applications should be referenced for recovery doctrine.
The Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer can be loaded utilizing the 45K winch on the HEMTT 983A2/A4, the 35K
winch on the Fifth Wheel Towing and Recovery Device, or both winches in tandem operation (Refer to
WP 0011.2 00 to configure 35K for tandem operation with the prime mover 45K winch).
Be sure to use the appropriate winch for the size and weight of the vehicle you are loading. Refer to
FM4-30.31 for calculations on determining which winch is capable of moving the disabled vehicle prior
to starting. Once you have determined the winch to be used, the steps for loading the Tilt Deck Recovery
Trailer are the same
The FWTRD remote will be utilized when performing loading of the TDRT.
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LOADING THE TDRT-CONTINUED

1. Have the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer prepared for loading as described in WP 0012.2 00.
2. Free spool the winch cable and bring to the disabled vehicle. Install rigging from the FWTRD/TDRT
BII to the disabled vehicle and attach the winch cable. (Figure 1)

45K winch configuration (Can also be two-parted)

35k winch configuration

Tandem winch configuration (Can also be two-parted)
Figure 1 - Loading Configurations:
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LOADING THE TDRT-CONTINUED

NOTE
If necessary the line can be two- parted with snatch blocks provided in the FWTRD BII.
There is a winch cable anchor block welded to the headboard of the TDRT for use when
two-parting (figure 2). Be sure to use the appropriate snatch block for the winch you
are using. (Two 45K snatch blocks are provided for use with the 45K winch and two 35K
snatch blocks for use with the 35K winch) (Refer to FM 4-30.31 and FM5-125 for
approved rigging setup)

Figure 2 – Winch Cable Anchor Block for two-parting

3. Take the winch out of free spool mode. Using the remote control winch “In” to take the slack out of
the cable. Re-check rigging.
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LOADING THE TDRT-CONTINUED

WARNING
All personnel must stand clear at minimum the length of the cable during winching
operations. A snapped cable or shifting load could strike personnel and cause injury or
death.
Ensure cable has a minimum of 5 wraps of cable on the drum before operating reel.
Failure to comply may result in injury or death to personnel.
4. Using the remote control, winch the disabled vehicle to the deck of the TDRT.
5. Recheck rigging.
6. Winch the disabled vehicle up onto the TDRT deck. Pull the disabled vehicle as far forward as
possible. (figure 3)

Figure 3 – Winching disabled vehicle onto TDRT deck
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LOADING THE TDRT-CONTINUED

WARNING

While working with the heavy duty winches on the FWTRD, and loading a disabled
vehicle onto the TDRT it may be necessary to climb on and walk on the equipment.
Always use steps, ladders, and designated walking areas when on the equipment and
maintain 3 points of contact with the FWTRD when working around the winching
sheave of the FWTRD. Failure to comply may result in slips or falls resulting in serious
injury or death to personnel.
7. Once the disabled vehicle is winched onto the TDRT deck, place a set of chock blocks at the front
and rear of a rearward wheel station.

WARNING
Bringing the TDRT deck back to level position has the affect of allowing the winch
cable to slack and the load to move backward slightly, without operator input on the
winch. Caution should be exercised when bringing the deck back to level to insure that
the load does not shift suddenly creating a crush hazard. All personnel should stay
away from the deck area of the TDRT until the TDRT deck is brought back to safety
chaining position.
8. Using the remote control, “RETRACT” the booms until the boom lock shaft rests back on the pin
(first hole).

Figure 3 - TDRT deck in position for tie-down (Boom retracted onto shaft lock pin)
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LOADING THE TDRT-CONTINUED

CAUTION
HEAVY COMPONENTS
The tail sections of the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer weigh 175lbs each (79.38Kg). Two
people should be used to unfold the ramp sections. Caution should be exercised when
handling these components. Failure to comply may result in injury or to personnel.
9. Fold the ramp sections at the rear of the TDRT back onto the deck of the trailer allowing the tie
down rings at the rear of the trailer to be accessed.

NOTE
See WP 0014 00 for specific information regarding tie down locations and securing of
equipment on the TDRT.
10. Install 5/8 inch chains with binders to the primary tie downs at the end of the vehicle where winch
cable is attached. (figure 4)
11. Install 5/8 chains and binders to the primary tie downs the rear of the TDRT. (figure 4)

Figure 4- Primary Tie-Down Locations

NOTE
If using the 45K winch, completely remove the cable during step 12.
12. Slack the winch cable.
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13. Complete tie down by securing additional binders and chains from the BII to prevent movement of
the load front to rear and side to side. (figure 5)

Figure 5 – Secondary Tie-Down Locations
14. Release the brakes. Using the trailer park brake control lever to hold the TDRT axle brakes, pull
forward (figure 6) until axle assembly is in travel position. (completely to the rear against stops)

Figure 6 – Pull TDRT Deck Forward. Trailer park brake control lever holds TDRT axles in place
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15. Set the air lock pin in rear hole position by turning the knob (1) to the left and allowing it to return
to the “IN” position. (figure 7)
16. Push the lift axle knob (2) in to “load” the front air axle. Pressure should be set at 100psi to gain full
suspension benefit. (figure 7)

Figure 7 TDRT Control Panel
17. Check all trailer lighting and brake connections. Load is now ready for transport.

END OF WORK PACKAGE
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UNCOUPLING THE TDRT FROM THE FWTRD
Uncoupling from the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer will be done with the trailer set on the ground in a level
position. The prime mover with a fifth wheel towing device will be disengaged from the TDRT.

WARNING
Operators must be familiar with the fifth wheel towing device in order to work with
the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer. Failure to comply may result in injury or death.
During uncoupling from the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer, it may be necessary to adjust
the angle of the FWTRD Booms to match the angle of the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer
mating cove. Only personnel involved in performing the operation should be near
the prime mover and should exercise caution. Failure to comply may result in serious
injury or death to personnel.
All other persons not involved in the actual coupling/uncoupling should stand clear of
the prime mover to prevent serious injury or death. Never stand between the prime
mover and the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer when the prime mover is being pulled away
from the TDRT. A crush hazard exists. Serious injury or death may result.
Uncoupling should be done by two people, the first person in the prime mover cab
and the second acting as a ground guide. The person in the prime mover cab must
keep the ground guide in sight at all times. All other personnel should stand
completely clear of the area. A crush hazard exists. Failure to comply may result in
serious injury or death to personnel.
1. Position the prime mover in line with the tilt deck recovery trailer so that, when the FWTRD is to be
disconnected from the TDRT, the transport legs of the FWTRD can be engaged onto the after frame
of the prime mover.

Figure 1 - FWTRD transport legs in line for engagement on after-frame of prime mover
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UNCOUPLING FROM THE TDRT –CONTINUED

WARNING
Parking brakes must be set when instructed. Failure to comply can result in
the prime mover moving unexpectedly creating a crush hazard. Serious injury
or death to personnel may result.
2. Set the parking brakes for the prime mover and TDRT combination.
3. Remove the glad hand air lines and lighting cord between the TDRT and FWTRD.

WARNING
HEAVY COMPONENTS

The Landing Legs for the Tilt Deck Recovery Trailer are each retracted manually. They
weigh 121lbs (54.88Kg) each. They are spring assisted, but caution should be used
when lifting and/or setting these components into position. Some personnel may
have difficulty because of the heavy components. An assistant should be used if
necessary. Failure to comply may result in injury or death to personnel.
4. While holding the handle on the leg, remove the left and right support pins from the TDRT Landing
Legs. (figure 2)

Figure 2 - Removing support pin from leg.
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NOTE
If the landing leg will not extend downward far enough to reinstall the support pin,
“EXTEND” the mast on the FWTRD to help position the landing leg.
5. Carefully bring the landing legs down and reinstall the pin (1) at the bottom of the holder. (figure 3)

Figure 3 – Support Pin inserted at bottom of landing leg and Locking Pin
6. On the FWTRD, rotate the transport leg handle clockwise and lock into place.
7. “EXTEND” the FWTRD boom to remove the lock pin from the boom lock shaft. (figure 4)

Figure 4 – Boom Lock Shaft Pin removal
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8. “RETRACT” the booms until they rest at the bottom of the TDRT mating cove. The TDRT should now
be supported on the landing legs.
9. Remove the locking pins (2) (figure 3) from the FWTRD receivers.
10. Carefully pull the prime mover forward until the crossmember at the end of the FWTD booms is
visible and stop. (figure 5)

Figure 5 – FWTRD cross member visible
11. “RETRACT” the booms until the booms are fully supported on the FWTRD transport legs and free of
the TDRT mating cove.
12. Pull forward with the prime mover until the FWTRD is completely clear of the TDRT.
13. Place the FWTRD in Transport Configuration as described in WP 0007 00.
END OF WORK PACKAGE
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PREPARING EQUIPMENT FOR TOWING

WARNING
Secure any materials or equipment loaded in the beds of towed equipment. Failure to
comply may result in loose items shifting or falling, striking personnel, and could result
in injury or death to personnel.
When loaded, shut down towed equipment, turn off all switches, close doors and
hatches, and swing in mirrors. Failure to comply may result in injury or death to
personnel.
Failure to set the parking brake when instructed may result in unintended movement
of the prime mover creating a crush hazard that may result in serious injury or death
to personnel.

Note
Reduce towed equipment to lowest height configuration consistent with operational
requirements.
Reference towed vehicle TM for drivetrain disconnect requirements.
1. Set parking brakes on prime mover and towed vehicle.
2. Follow instructions for loading equipment prior to securing towed vehicle.

Note
Prior to transporting towed vehicle, ensure that parking brakes and wheel chocks are released.
END OF WORK PACKAGE
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SECURING EQUIPMENT

WARNING

Put transmissions in neutral on towed equipment.
Make sure gun turrets or other rotating parts are properly secured.
Make sure that all BII that is not used to securing the load is properly stowed as
supplied on the FWTRD and TDRT.
Check that Prime Mover and TDRT brakes and lights are properly set and
working before working on or around the TDRT deck to secure a load.
Check all tiedowns at first opportunity after departure. Recheck all tiedowns at halts
and any time you suspect a problem.
Safety chains should be installed at a 45 deg. angle to prevent shifting.
Failure to comply with these warnings may result in serious injury or death to
personnel.

NOTE
Tighten chains using the load binders
Attach load binders so that a downward motion of the handle tightens and an upward
motion loosens the load binder. Lock handle in the up position.
Secure excess chain to the tension-bearing part of the chain.
Additional chains may be required for heavier equipment.
Safety chains should still be installed when utilizing the Tow Bar Adaptors.
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SECURING EQUIPMENT-Continued
SECURING EQUIPMENT-FWTRD (Fifth Wheel Towing and Recovery Device)

NOTE
Try to secure safety chains to un-sprung weight such as an axle, A-Arm mount, etc.
Securing equipment at front tow eyes or spring hangers allows the chassis to “bounce”
on the suspension which momentarily slacks/shocks the safety chains during transport.
1. Perform lift tow procedure as described in WP 0010 00.
2. Position 1/2” chain at an un-sprung point (axle, lower a-arm, suspension mount, etc.). (figure 1)

Figure 1 – Safety chain to solid, un-sprung mounting point
3. Bring the safety chain to the outside of the booms and under the wheel stop. (figure 2)

Figure 2- Safety Chain outside booms and under wheel stop
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4. Route the chain through the D-Ring at the base of the booms and secure with a binder. (figure 3)

Figure 3 – Safety Chain secured with binder
5. Perform steps 2-4 on the other side of the disabled vehicle.

NOTE
An alternate method is to run the left and right chains up through the vertical tubes on
the receivers (1) and join them in the center with one binder (2). Be sure the binder and
chains are positioned over the 18K winch cable (3).

Figure 4 – Single binder securing left and right chains
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SECURING EQUIPMENT - TDRT
1. On the TDRT deck there are 4 main tie downs (2 front, 2 rear), and 8 auxiliary tie downs for use in
securing a load. Always utilize the main tie downs for any load first. (figure 5)

FRONT

REAR (Can be recessed when winching vehicle onto deck)

Figure 5 - TDRT Tie-Down Locations
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SECURING EQUIPMENT-Continued

NOTE
When securing loads on the TDRT, utilize 5/8” chains at the primary tie-down locations.
Auxiliary tie-downs can use 1/2” chains as needed.
2. When length restrictions are not an issue, the load should be positioned on the TDRT deck so that
the center of gravity of the load (if known) is placed in the load window as shown in the figure
below. This allows for sliding the TDRT axles, and extending and retracting of the FWTRD booms
with the least amount of load resistance. (figure 6)

Figure 6- TDRT – Optimal load distribution

End of Work Package
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0015 00
OPERATE LIGHTS FWTRD/TDRT

NOTE
The strobe lights, work lights, and tow light assembly can be operated with
either 12 volt or 24 volt systems. However, most prime movers will be 24V.
When operating the fifth wheel towing device strobe lights, the dummy plug
located in the BII must be inserted into the 12-volt receptacle on the 12/24
volt junction box. (figure 1)

Figure 1- Dummy Plug inserted in 12V receptacle
All lights will be checked for proper function prior to operation of the prime
mover or towing configuration.
The batteries on the fifth wheel towing device will run low during extended
operation of the strobe lights and must be recharged. Connecting the 24-volt
slave cable between the prime mover and the FWTRD allows the FWTRD
batteries to remain fully charged. Disconnect the slave cable when traveling.
1. Connect the FWTRD Slave Cable to the prime mover outlet. (figure 2)

Figure 2 – Prime Mover Slave Cable connection (M983A4 LET shown)
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OPERATE LIGHTS FWTRD/TDRT- Continued
2. Set 12-24 volt junction box handle (1) to the 24V position. (figure 3)

.
Figure 3– 12/24 Volt Junction Box
3. The prime mover is a 24 volt system; the 24 volt connections will be used. Connect slave cable to 24
volt receptacle on the 12/24 Volt Junction Box. (figure 4)

Figure 4 – Slave Cable connected at 24V receptacle
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OPERATE LIGHTS FWTRD/TDRT- Continued

NOTE
To operate work light, switch electrical control box WORKLIGHT switch (3) to ON
position.
To operate strobe lights, switch electrical control box STROBE switch (2) to ON position.

Figure 5 – Electric Control Box

NOTE
The following steps refer to lighting connections from the prime mover to the FWTRD, and the
FWTRD to the TDRT or tow light bar.
4. Connect 24 volt light cable from the prime mover to the receptacle mounted on the left side FWTRD
fender. (figure 6)

Figure 6 – 24 Volt lighting cord from prime mover connected to FWTRD
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OPERATE LIGHTS FWTRD/TDRT- Continued

NOTE
Step 5 involves making the lighting connection at the left rear of the FWTRD. You will choose the
short 12’ cord for connection to the TDRT or the 70’ cord for use with the tow light bar. If using
the tow light bar, secure it to the rear of the disabled vehicle.
5. Connect to lighting cord (see note) to the receptacle at the left rear of the FWTRD. (figure 7)

Figure 7 – Lighting connection at left rear of FWTRD
6. Make connection to the TDRT or to the tow light bar mounted on the rear of the disabled vehicle.

Figure 8 – TDRT or Light Bar Connection for lighting
7. Check lighting prior to moving.
END OF WORK PACKAGE
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